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Late Start Fishing Season 2020
Fishing Season at Pyramid Lake will have a late start

Nixon - The Pyramid Lake Tribal Council has made the decision for a late start to Pyramid Lake’s 2020 Fishing Season. Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, the Pyramid Lake Fishing/Camping regulations are currently being revised to accommodate the prevention and spread of the coronavirus. As a result of this late start, the Permits website is currently down, and will only reopen when the Lake does.

Pyramid Lake is still closed to the public. Nevada Department of Transportation and the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe are still working in cooperation to keep State Route 446 closed until official reopening, which is projected to be November 30, 2020. For those living within the 89510 zip code that physically live on the Pyramid Lake Reservation (Sutcliffe Residents/ Big Canyon Residents), passage will be allowed with proper documentation (I.E., driver’s license, Tribal Member ID Card). Others in this zip code are prohibited without special consideration from the Transportation Department for work, delivery of goods and services. Call the Transportation Department at (775) 574-1000 ext 1107, or 775-224-2233 if you are a vendor/small business owner needing passage to be considered.

Thank you for your patience and understanding.

For the latest information on fishing season, please continue to monitor our Social Media pages (Facebook at Pyramid Lake, or Twitter @plpt) for immediate news.
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